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GENDAI HAIKU: What Is It? 1

Hiroaki Sato

I. The Use of the Term Questioned
n the past few years the term gendai haiku has attracted considerable 

Roadrunner, says 
he is greatly interested in gendai haiku, and publishes haiku and articles 
to demonstrate that interest. He is particularly drawn, he says, to the 
work Richard Gilbert has done on Kaneko Tôta (㔘Ꮔඩኯ

which Jim Kacian, of the Haiku Foundation, has published through 
Red Moon Press.2

Group at Kumamoto University, in Japan, and says he is engaged in 
haiku activity “in country,” runs the Web site gendaihaiku.com. Paul 
Miller addressed gendai haiku in his detailed discussion at a Haiku 

gendai haiku (⌟ಢྀ

not with content or an approach. And the period covered can be since 
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This is most clear in the encyclopedia on gendai haiku, called Gen-
dai haiku dai-jiten (⌟ಢྀኬ㎙

ô (᪺᭡ᡛ

Haikai dai-jiten (ಢㅂኬ

㎙

with haikai, and ended with terms, poets, anthologies, movements, 

Gendai haiku dai-jiten, ḿᒱ

Ꮔぜ

the new encyclopedia covers everyone who is somebody in haiku and 
every notable phenomenon related to haiku spanning nearly a hundred 
years.

There also exist a number of selections and anthologies with gendai 
haiku in their titles that do not limit themselves to a readily identifi
able group of haiku or haiku writers. Gendai haiku dai-jiten itself lists 

Gendai haiku zenshû (⌟ಢྀ

ධ㞗 û ô (❟㢴᭡ᡛ

Each of the six volumes carries six to ten haiku poets, each represented 

known writer of prose or poetry, but not necessarily of haiku. But from 
the perspective of our subject, one thing to be noted about this compi
lation is the editorial policy. 

These volumes, the editors say, are designed to cover haiku poets 
୯ᮟⲙ⏛⏠

ô (▴⏛ἴ㒋 ô ûson (ຊ⸠ᴙ㑞

ô け᮶㨛 not to fa
vor either those of “the traditionalist school” (ఎ⤣Ὤ

๑⾠Ὤ

and Katô—may have been relatively tame, at times categorized as they 
jinsei tankyû-ha (ெ⏍᥀✪Ὤ

ô 
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Shinkô Haiku (᩺⮾ಢྀ

markedly antiwar and the authorities didn’t like it. 
The editors of these six volumes were more eclectic. The four listed 

ûta (㣜⏛㱗ኯ

Ôoka Makoto (ኬᒱಘ

for his small but perennial newspaper column citing and commenting 

(㧏ᰏ㔔ಘ

ྚᒱᐁ

a clear stance as regards gendai haiku?

er to set up an association called Gendai Haiku Kyôkai (⌟ಢྀ༝

ఌ ô, 
û

ship: to exclude Takahama Kyoshi (㧏ὶᏄ

big names aligned with him. Kyoshi was the foremost traditionalist who 
wielded “dictatorial” power through his magazine Hototogisu. 

The reasons were “unclear,” Gendai haiku dai-jiten says, but the main 
impetus apparently was the schism between those who thought haiku to 
be writings that adhered to the yûki-teikei (᭯Ꮢᏽᆵ

that included a kigo (Ꮢㄊ teikei  
(ᏽᆵ

more expansive, tolerant. 
After all, haiku writers are a contentious lot. Kaneko Tôta tells us 

that his mother warned him not to get involved in haiku by saying 
“haiku is high jinx” (haiku wa kenka

ಢྀࡢ႒ბ. Kaneko Tôta, Waga sengo haiku-shi 
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Her husband, a physician, was a haiku poet, and his haiku gatherings 

yûki-teikei haiku decided to 
keep the original name of their association, the Gendai Haiku Kyôkai, 
and carried on. The splinter group called itself Haijin Kyôkai (ಢெ༝

ఌ

ted a request or demand to publishers that the school textbooks they 
put out include only yûki-teikei haiku. They argued that in haiku “the 
kigo

But there was a glitch. Although the Gendai Haiku Kyôkai  contin
ued to admit those who spurned kigo and “the set form,” and they still 
do so, that has only muddied the meaning of gendai haiku. 

II. The ZEN’EI Question
ow, 
would surely make sense, though the editors of the six volumes 

zen’ei (๑⾠

There apparently hasn’t been any haiku organization calling itself 
zen’ei, but the notion of zen’ei in haiku has existed for some time. Fol

haiku saint” Bashô  

practices as “feudalistic,” “undemocratic,” or else unworthy of “a new 
Japan.” The Kyoto University humanities professor Kuwabara Takeo  
(ཋṂኰ  but 

ô for this information.

Babel no tô ô
Daini geijutsu 

(Kô
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critics did something similar.
Fukiko (ⷃᏄ

“Butterbur Child,” is the name of an imagined girl  — consisted of 
haiku broken up into various lines, itself a radical departure: most 

ⲮཋἠỀ

haiku into two lines four decades earlier. Also, all the haiku in the 

fact, the short lineated pieces were accepted as haiku, you might 
say, because the author put them forward as such. The following is 

Hakushaku-ryû (ఐ∎㡷� “The Count’s 



�እࡡ

᭞ࡡࠈࡄࠈ

ᣇࠈ

ℾࠈࡡࠈᙏࠈ

࡞ࠈ

㌗ࠈࠈ↕

ᙤࠈࡂ

⻅�

Babel no tô,
ô,” Takayanagi, Babel no tô,

in its entirety, sans the afterword, in Kaneko Tôta / Takayanagi Shigenobu shû, the 
Gendai haiku no sekai
name is given.

Kaneko Tôta / Takayanagi Shigenobu shû, with the 
Ômiya” that Takayanagi 

set up as an imagined interlocutor, as well as his being enamored with the French 

as an epigraph for Fukiko.
mori no yofuke no haika 

no misa ni mi o yaku saiga,
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Takayanagi delighted in experimenting. The Count’s Territory even 
had a piece entirely made up of O, P,�

Nihon Kaigun (
ᮇᾇ㌯�

to start the next line.
Predictably, by the time Takayanagi’s first book came out, there 

were haiku poets identified as zen’ei,
started a magazine titled Kaitei (ᾇ⛤

with zen’ei as its central concern.  Kaneko Tôta was the leader of 
that group.

yanagi in form and content. The first adumbration of this may well 
have been his manifesto in the inaugural issue of Kaitei: “We love 

haiku.” From early on he talked about “social consciousness,” his 
preference of expressing himself over “haikuesqueness” — haikusei  
(ಢྀᛮ  but he has since reiterated the importance 
of not just retaining “the shortest poetic form,” if not the set form 

has frowned upon lineation.  

appear in his lineated haiku, Takayanagi started out writing haiku 
in one line and continued to do so, on seemingly far more con

ᒜᕖ

ኰ ôichi  
(☶⏛කୌ  

ôta, Waga sengo haiku-shi
�ࠊ࠷࡙ࡊយ᭩▯ᏽᆵモᙟࡡᮇㄊࡡྞ࠹࠷ಢྀ࡛ࡢ

The Gendai haiku dai-jiten entry on Kaitei.

Babel no tô, 

ᒱ㝧 Tanshikei bungaku-ron 

later “introduction to haiku,” Haiku nyûmon (Hokuyô
importance of the sense of season as well as “the haiku form and rhythm.”
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of the [haiku] mode.” His conclusion: Takayanagi was “also a con
servative.”

 

 
zen’ei 

haiku in Japan and, yes, still carries an air of zen’ei about him. But 
in the end his haiku do not go all the way in discarding yûki-teikei. 

century preceding Takayanagi and Kaneko, as we see next.

III: Traditional and Nontraditional
ronically, or perhaps appropriately, it was also during the chaos 

ᒜᮇྚ

one of the clearest statements on the “haiku mode” (ಢྀᵕᘟ

Gendai haiku, he referred 

Kawahigashi Hekigodô (ἑ᮶☈ᲄ

that “the radical arguments” of Hekigodô and his followers, most 
ô (୯ሪୌ☈ᴝ  

jiyûritsu (⮤⏜ᚂ� 

more, nothing less.” To this form, the inclusion of a kigo was a 
must, in his view.  He was a stickler for the yûki-teikei format.

Hekigodô did not initially write haiku deviating much from yûki-
teikei. Later he began to do so, and wrote haiku like the following:

ôichi, Kaneko Tôta / Takayanagi Shigenobu shû,  

Gendai haiku
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� Ꮔぜᑽኃẍᇸᒁ᰷ࡡࡡࡒࡅᣞࡊࡉ⁻

 Shiki-koji bodô ga yane no hageta no o yubizashi hi ga more

sun slanting in 

This piece has no identifiable kigo and cannot really be scanned, 

ô 

For comparison, that same year, Murakami Kijô (ᮟ୕㨛ᇖ

of haiku, all pieces in it, of course, composed in yûki-teikei
contained some of the haiku that would make Kijô famous. Among 
them: 

� 㮒⩹ࡢ࠵࡙࠷Ⅺ࡛㣣ࡄࡢ

 Taka oite aware karasu to kawarekeri

 The hawk, having grown old, pity, is kept with a crow

(To digress a bit, this piece, a traditional haiku par excellence, shows 
the inherent oddness of kigo as a poetic concept. The hawk is a winter 
kigo, but the crow is not even a kigo, of any season, even as “crow’s 
nest” (㬇ࡡᕛ� is one for spring and “crow chicks” (㬇ࡡᏄ� one for 

Many in the Proletarian Literary Movement — a movement from the 

ideals that exalted workers and rejected individualism — went further 
than Hekigodô ô
the process spurning “written language” (ᩝㄊ

language” (ཾㄊ ô (ᶣᮇከ㐠

ô et al., the Nihon shijin zenshû ô�
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� ᡋணࡡࢤࢴࢥ㙘ྋᵕ࠽ୌᐓࣔࢲࣔࢲ⏷⸨ࡡ

ࡒࡖ࿇࡙ࡊ࡞

 Sensô gokko no Chindai-sama ga oraga ikka no imo-batake o mecha-
mechani shitekureyagatta

potato patch damn it 

This 
kigo, but one 

doubts that Hashimoto used it as such. “The Lord Garrison” refers to 
the commander of a garrison. The garrison system in Japan was abol

army unit apparently continued to be called “garrison commander” 

“lord garrison.” Little wonder, then, Hashimoto was among those ar

haiku but also for espousing politically dangerous views through them. 
ûôshi (Ềཋ⚽᱔Ꮔ

Katsushika (㣥

which foretold his break with Kyoshi, not over the yûki-teikei format 
but over what to describe in haiku. 

� 㤷㓁ᮄဋࡂ㔘ᇸࡡᡤ࡞よ

 Ashibi saku Kondô no to ni waga furenu

 Where ashibi

ûôshi would adopt ashibi (㤷㓁ᮄ, Pieris japonica

his magazine the next year.22 The plant is known to be toxic, and so the 
name “tree that makes the horse drunk,” and it is a spring kigo.

Tanka haiku senryû 101-nen: 1891–1992 ô�

ûô
Truth’ and ‘Truth in Literary Arts,’” Modern Haiku
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IV. Kaneko Tôta and his Avant-garde Spirit

When 

to yûki-teikei traditions firmly held ground, you will see that Kaneko Tôta 
is not really much of a rebel. He at times writes haiku hypersyllabic enough 
to render the results almost shapeless, but he never seems to have writ

ô, Mudô, and those who agreed 
with them did. He at times writes without a kigo, but not always. For that 
matter, Kaneko seems never to have really abandoned the use of written 
language.

only a few out of Kaneko’s vast oeuvre. The collections of his haiku pub

ing two are from the period when he began to discuss with friends things 
ኬ⾏ᛮ࡛๑⾠⢥♼

� ࡊࡒ⅁⚽࡞࠷ࡒኟ㣫ࡡ㝭࠹ྙࡀྡྷ
 
 Mukiau nikai no yûge tagaini akibi mitashi

lamp

ô and 
Mudô, it appears to try to retain the haikuesque form. Also, akibi, “au
tumn lamp,” may not be an officially sanctioned kigo, but it does indicate 
a season.

� ㌬✾᧷㐛ࡡᆊࡡୌࡡࡗↇℾᛛ

 Shasô sakka no saka no hitotu no takibi ikaru

 The train window swishes by a slope a single bonfire angry 

Waga sengo haiku-shi, 
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This piece is hard to scan at first, perhaps because the alliteration of sibi
lants of the first half trips up the reader. When you repeat the piece a few 
times, though, you may be persuaded that this may well be one of the 
haiku of which Kaneko is proud from the viewpoint of “rhythm,” an ele

haiku, many are likely to take it to be just a somewhat slipshod sentence. 
As it happens, this “bonfire” haiku is singled out for commentary by 

Katô ûson in the takibi Nihon dai-saijiki  
(ᮇኬṋエ ô
compendium of haiku categorized by kigo,
moto Kenkichi provides detailed historical backgrounds for many of 
the more important kigo. 

yûki-teikei format. A saijiki, 
“seasonal account,” always lists a number of haiku for each kigo.

� ↇℾࡊ࠾ᾐ࡙⫩ࡣࡌ࡛࠻

 Takibi kanashi kien to sureba sodaterare

Takahama Kyoshi

� እↇℾ࡞㔘Ⰵࡡᓭᓏ࡙

 Yo-takibi ni kin’iro no gake sobadateri

 Right by the night bonfire rises a golden bluff 

 Mizuhara Shûôshi

� ↇℾℾࡡ⢂྿ࡡ㟯Ễ࠾ࡀ

 Takibi hi no kona a no seishun nagaki kana

 Bonfire fire sparks: my youth lasted long indeed

 Nakamura Kusatao
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� 㞘ࡡↇℾ࠹࠹ᓭࡌࡆ

 Hiyatoi no takibi bôbô gake kogasu

 Saitô Sanki

teikei, if not from yûki-teikei

tations even when the total syllabic count comes to seventeen. The 
following is a good example: 

� రฌ࠾ᡤࡡࢺࣞࢢࡂࡒࡢ

 Doko ka to ga hatameku keroido no minato

He 
dropped. The word keroido
nese language as a result of the hideous skin burns left on the bod

haiku may well be a good example embodying “social consciousness,” 
shakaisei (♣ఌᛮ

Haiku Kyôkai collapsed and he and his group started Kaitei.
sen here because it may represent what makes gendai or zen’ei haiku at 
once charming and puzzling. 

� ᯕᶖᅧࣔࢨୌᯓࡡದࡡᏓᓞ

 Kajuen ga shatsu ichimai no ore no kotô

 The orchard is my island me only in a shirt

From the perspective of teikei, Kaneko could have easily used a furi- 
gana — a typographical device the writer can use to provide his preferred 
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reading to a word — to have the last word read shima; if he had, this piece 

haiku, at least formally, even though the poet’s meaning could still be a 
puzzler. But he didn’t, leaving the regular reader a little more confused. 

gendai haiku Kaneko 

their use of teikei — a point to be noted only because of Kaneko’s state
ment in the inaugural issue of Kaitei cited above: “We love the shortest 

“The storms of zen’ei Gen-
dai haiku dai-jiten, yûki-teikei writers.” 

zen’ei have been various and 

of the elements of gendai haiku or “the gendai movement” in selecting 
English haiku for Roadrunner: “modernity, contemporaneity, experimen

V. Translation

Kaneko Tôta is only one of a great many nontraditional haiku writ
ers. To begin to understand whatever distinction there may be 

between traditionalist and nontraditionalist haiku, we need to look at 
far more haiku poets and their writings. The Haiku Universe for the 21st 
Century that Gendai Haiku Kyôkai compiled and published in English 
may be a good place to start,  with a few caveats.

First, as noted, Gendai Haiku Kyôkai is inclusive and accepts as its 


㞕 ôta, who once served as its 

often depend on tone, language, subject matter, context, the writer’s 
background the reader is expected to know, and such, but many of 
these things seldom come through clearly in translation. 

The Haiku Universe through Paul Miller’s talk, the 
draft of which he kindly sent to me.
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And yes, there is the matter of translation. But that’s another  
question altogether. 


